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Abstract

The completeness appraisal of software is performed in various forms, such as assessing the completion
level in the development process, calculating the defect rate, estimating the development cost, and calculating
the redevelopment cost. Along with this, the problem that is often dealt with is estimation of the development
time. Even in a dispute over completeness due to delays in software development, issues of calculating an
appropriate development time required to develop a delivery software or a development time required for
change requests are often included in the appraisal request.
In this paper, we introduce the procedure and method for estimating the appropriate pro ect time of software
development so that the appraiser can be applied to the appraisal work for determining the completeness. The
method is based on the manual for calculating the appropriate pro ect period of software development pro ect.
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1. Introduction

The appraisal of computer programs can be
largely classified into similarity appraisal and
completeness appraisal. The completeness
appraisal identifies functional problems occurring
in a developed computer program, reliability
issues in unit work processes, or operational
problems of the program in use. It is to udge
the degree of completion and defects[1][2]. In
most cases, the completeness appraisal of
j
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software is performed in various forms, such as
assessing the completion level in the
development process, calculating the defect rate,
estimating the development cost, and calculating
the redevelopment cost.
Along with this, the problem that is often
dealt with is estimation of the development time.
If Man Month(MM) is used to calculate the cost
of software development, it is based on the
development time. In addition, even in a dispute
over completeness due to delays in software
development, issues of calculating an appropriate
development time required to develop a delivery
software or a development time required for a
change request are often included in the
appraisal request.
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In this paper, we introduce the procedure and
method for estimating the appropriate pro ect
time of software development so that the
appraiser can be applied to the appraisal work
for determining the completeness.
In accordance with Article 23 of the Special
Act on Promotion of Information and
Communication and Activation of Convergence,
which came into effect on ebruary 14, 2014,
published by the Ministry of Science and ICT,
criteria for calculating appropriate pro ect time
for software development pro ects by state
agencies are specified. Accordingly, a Manual
for Calculating the Appropriate Pro ect Period of
Software evelopment Pro ect has been
prepared and used so that software developers
can easily estimate the pro ect time.
This paper is organi ed as follows. Chapter 2
briefly describes the completeness of software,
and Chapter 3 introduces a method and a
procedure for estimating the time required for
software development. Chapter 4 presents the
method for estimating the time period required
for software appraisal. Chapter 5 describes the
conclusion.
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2. Completeness appraisal for software

Completeness appraisal of computer program
is performed to determine to what extent certain
systems and programs can be viewed as
completed, or where there is a defect. The
completeness appraisal should present
quantitative and qualitative results through the
presentation of specific numerical values.

The official definition of a defect refers to a
case where there is a problem that does not
meet the normal conditions expected by the law
or the party. In the case of a defect, the legal
action is canceled or invalidated or the
occurrence of any right is blocked, or any effects
such as the occurrence of obligations, are
different according to the laws and regulations
[3].
efects in the public S business means
flaws in the S pro ect that do not meet the
normal condition of the output after the contract
between the S operator and the state agency
is completed [3]. A defect in a computer program
refers to a flaw or defect that does not meet the
normal condition of the product after the
contract between the customer and the developer
is completed and the defect type is classified as
follows in the case of the existing appraisal.
Ÿ Incomplete
Ÿ
on operating or partial operation
Ÿ Partial motion, non implementation
Ÿ
n finished, un implementation, flaw
Ÿ Partially produced or not manufactured
Ÿ
nfulfilled tasks
Ÿ Error (malfunction)
Examples of cases where you can request a
completeness assessment are as follows [1]. It
is the case that the software ordering company
A has signed a contract with the developing
company to promote the pro ect, but the
software supplied by the company cannot be
used normally. r, SI(System Integration)
developer has entered into a contract with
an ordering company and proceeded with the
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pro ect, but the contract was terminated in the
middle of the contract period. In the former
case, program development has been completed,
while the latter is in the case where
development was interrupted.
An example of appraisal of development time
is to determine how much time it takes to
develop a disputed program or to revise
according to a change. It is not performed
independently, but is mostly included as part of
the appraisal request. In this paper, we
introduce the method and procedure for
calculating the appropriate time for software
based on the manual for calculating the
appropriate pro ect period for software
development pro ects developed by the ational
IT Industry Promotion Agency [4].
j

In this paper, we will explain how to
calculate the appropriate development period
based on the function point and discuss ways
to use it in the appraisal work in appraisal of
completeness.
The procedure for estimating the appropriate
development period based on the function point
defined in [4] is shown in igure 1 below.
F

Fig. 1. The estimation procedure
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3.1 Overview of function point

N

The function point method calculates the si e
of software development as a point for the
identified function, and calculates the total
function point by multiplying the unit cost and
the correction factor per point. The function
point is distributed annually through S
usiness Price Estimation Guidelines [5]
presented by the Korea Software Industry
Association or International Standards ased
unction Point Calculation Guide [6] presented
by the Korea Software Industry Association.
The function point is the amount of software
function measured from the user's point of
view, and is a unit for measuring the scale of
software functionalities provided to the user.
Software functionalities are identified by
referring to functional user requirements
among development requirements as shown in
Table 1.
z

3. Guidelines for estimating software
development time

Actually, the proper pro ect period of the
software development to be ordered does not
calculate a reasonable pro ect time considering
the software development workload, business
environment, and restrictions, etc. but
calculates the pro ect period in consideration of
the customary accounting processing time.
In general, the appropriate time for a
software development pro ect is estimated by
comprehensively reviewing the unction point
( P), basic business data, similar business
data, and other peculiarities according to the
'General Standards for Software usiness
Management Supervision'.
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value per person is P MM.

Table 1. Requirements classification

equirements
unctional
requirements
on functiona
l requirements

unction Point calculation
Included in P
Excluded in P
(Identification target on
ad ustment)
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The function point is a software scale
measurement method that quantitatively
calculates the functions requested by the user
from the user's point of view and delivered to
the user. It is an international standard for
software si e in IS IEC 14143. It is the most
important factor in estimating the cost and
resource requirements to develop, maintain, and
operate software.
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3.2 Procedure for estimating software
development time
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After calculating the function point for each
functional item, it is possible to estimate the
time required for development by reflecting the
productivity per person. Then, the total input
period per person can be calculated as follows.
Total input period per person(MM)
Pro ect si e Productivity per person
To compute the total business period using
MM, it is needed the average number of
manpower input per month which means the
average number of people input per month
based on the public and private software
development pro ects. sing these values, the
total business period required for software
development can be calculated as follows.
Total business period Total input
period per person umber of manpower
=
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In [4], when calculating the appropriate
pro ect period for each pro ect si e, it is
possible to secure the minimum pro ect time,
so as to reconsider the possibility of success in
the ordered pro ect.
ecause the pro ect time varies greatly
depending on the pro ect si e, pro ect
characteristics, and ordering environment, it is
necessary to take into account the business
characteristics while using similar pro ect data
that was performed in the past.
The reference values for calculating
productivity per person are also presented for
step 2 of igure 1. The unit of productivity
j

/

4. Time estimation in software appraisal

Time estimation is usually performed to
define the number of hours a single developer
needs to complete a particular task. As shown
in igure 2, software si e is the most
important factor influencing development effort
and development time estimation. Therefore,
the feasibility of estimating the development
period has to depend on the validity of the
estimated value of the measured software si e.
The most representative metrics for estimating
software si e are ines of Code( C) and P.
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development duration of requirement changes is
that the si e of the requirement changes cannot
be estimated simply using C or P. In
software development, changing requirements
includes not only adding new features, but also
modifying and deleting them. It is difficult to
estimate the scale for this change by applying
C or P as it is. In the case of
modifications, it may have to change most of
the code, or it can simply fix very few. Since
all of these cases cannot be calculated
uniformly, it is necessary to estimate the
change si e by weighting.
z

LO

Fig. 2. Relationship between software size,
development effort, and development time

As a study to estimate the development
period based on the total effort to be put into
development or the productivity, studies such
as [ 10] have been conducted. owever, since
it is for a software development pro ect, it is
difficult to apply it directly to software
appraisal.
In software completion evaluation, estimating
the time period of completion can be applied to
the same method as estimating the duration of
software development. owever, the guideline
suggested in [4] cannot be applied to estimate
the lead time for changes or additional
requests. Therefore, the method for estimating
the period must be defined differently
according to the request for appraisal.
To estimate development time for
requirements change during the implementation
phase, we can use weights based on the type
of change, as shown in Table 2.
In table 2, the term ma or grow
modification means that the change request
requires an estimated three quarter additional
code implementation to the original code. The
term negligible modification is that the change
request does not require significant change to
the original code.
The biggest problem with estimating the
7-
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Table 2. Weights for the type of change

Change
type
Add
Modify
elete
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0. 5
0.5
0.25
0.1
7

or each change request, the change type is
classified, and the weight for each change item
is multiplied to calculate the P.
F

F
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5. Conclusions
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eight
1.0
ma or grow shrink
grow shrink
minor grow shrink
negligible
1.0
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The method of calculating the development
period of the computer program introduced in
this paper is a guideline that can be used in
the completeness appraisal task and suggests
the period estimation process step by step.
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It is expected to be applied to both the
appraiser's work performing the appraisal of
completeness and as a guideline for related
business personnel to be used in both the
development cost evaluation and the appraisal
of completeness.
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